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The obseryation of anomalous behaviour of the paranratnetic Fe3* centrc in GaAs
at low concentration studied by EPR ir reported. Two lines of this S = 5/2 ryn
aystem, belongirry to the M5 = -512 * -312 and Ms = -312 ++ - ll2 transitionr,
respectively, show anomalously large intengities. Dependencies of apectra versus
microwave power and frequency, modrrlafien frequency and phace, concentration of
centres and temperature show difierences from the ordinary opectra. It is argud
that this effect is due to electric-quadmpole and -dipole excitation, which pre
cesres are efiective additional to the magnetic-dipole excitation mechanism. The
contribution of the orbital momentum fiom closely placed excited statcs makes
this mechanism possible for iong in orbital singlet ground stateg.

Introduction

The well-known electron paramagnetic resonarfce @PR) spcctrum of Fe3+ ions in
gallium arsenide has shown anomalous behaviotu as observed in a set of GaAs samples
at low ternperatures, containing small concpntations of iron impuriry (= l0l5 ..-). The
anomalous spoctum consisted of two lines corresponding to tlre tansitions -52 * -3D
and 4n * -U2 with AMg = l. The spectnrÍn showed cubic symmetry of the centres
and was satisfactorily described by the spin llamihoniur for the case of centes in the
6sro state

!{= gFnB'S+9d,

where

4: @t6)Is*4*s/*s'n-f vspls+t1r.f+3s- l)1, Q,

with g = 2.046 and a = 3{$x 1g-4 .111- 
l.

Since thc anornalow bdraviour ofthe spcctrun could not be cxplainodby magn€tic-
dipole transitions we will givc thc suggcstion about excitation of thc spoctrum by the
electrical component of the microwave field in the cavity. An important argument in
ftvour of the suggestion appears to bc thc fact iltd thc intcnsity of the signal was
reduced only to one half whcn strifting thc sanrplc a*ay from thc ccntrc of the
cylindrical cavrty to half of the radius. The electric ficld in this position has a maximum

(l)
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value and the magnetic field is negligibly small; tansitions are caused by the elecrical
component of the microwave field In the centre of the cavity the electrical effect can

be comparable to the displaced position for sanples with a large value of the dielectric
constant e' because the electric field of the microwaves in the centre ofthe cavity has

preferentially a tangential component but for a sample displaced from the oentre a

normal component, which is reduced e, times in comparison with the tangential
component inside the sample. This follows from the boundary conditions for the

components of the electric field. In case when the paramagnetic centne has electic-
dipole or muhipole-moment transitions causcd by dre electic compon€nt ofthe electro-
magnetic wave it mutlt be obscrved even when the sample with large value of e, (e.9.,

e, = 10.9 for GaAs) is placed in thc centre of the EPR rsonator.
In the crysal-fietd approximation for impurities in 65 states electrical effects must

be weakly observóle in the ground stale because it has only small contributions of
oóital moment from higher-lying excited starcs 4G, 4F, 4D and aP. The contribution of
the orbial momenÍ in the Sound state is estimated by the fine-stnrchrre parametera and
the deparnre of the g factor from is free-electnon value. According to calculations done
in the crystal-field approximation when taking into account 4G, 4F, aD attd 4P states

[,2] óove the ground state, and also spin-orbit and elecrostatic interactions, a =
0.2x l0-a cm- I for Fe3+ which is subsantially below thc value obtained experimenally.
Calculations of the g factor in the framework of this model [3,4] also give a smaller
deparnrre from g = 2.0023 compared to g = 2.046 for Fe3+ in GaAs. Since the fine-
sfiucture paraÍneters and the effect observed by us require a subsantially larger
contibution ofthe orbitally degurerarcd gound state, we assume that the behaviour of
the Fe3+-spin system described here has the same nature and that more closely placed
orbitally degenerated excited states must be involved in the considerations. ln the
present work the main experimental results are given, in which the anomalous excitation
spectrum is displayed, and also a possible explanation is given.

2 Experimental Results

EPR spectra were studied on X- and K-band specrometers with cylindrical TE911

rtsonatorr, hmed to observe the dispenion signal. Investigations were done on six semi-
insulating (LEC) gallium arsenide samples prepared under different conditions. In the
samples l, 4, 5 and 6, iron was introduced by diffision at 650 oC (24 houn), 750oC Q4
hours), 860 oC (18 houn) and I100 oC (42 hours), rcspectively. Samples 2 and 3 were
not doped with iror1 but sample 3 was subjectcd to hermal treatnent at I ltO oC for 2
hours. The concqrtation of iron was increasing from sample t to sample 6: IVp. = 1gl7
crn-3 for sampte 6, = l0l5 crn-3 for sample 5,?1013 ..-3 fo, samplcs l, 2, 3'iad 4.

EPR spcctra consisting of only two lines were obsencd for the samples 2 and 3. tn
sample l, probably duc to a low concentrdion of cantres, a spectnm was not
discovered. For the samples 4 and 5 the spectra consisted of five lincs bw thc inEnsrty
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Figurel: EPRspoctumforsampleó(a)and5(b);I=a.2K,tll [00], v=23.2ESGH4powcÍattenuation

20 dB. The intensity for samplc 5 is multiplied by a factor 5.

of two of them was substrntially higher than that of the others. The anomalous effect
was not demonstrated by sample 6. SpecEa as observed for the samples 5 and 6 are

depicrcd in figure l. From the angular dependenca of the positions of the lines in the

EPR spectum, shown in figure 2, it is seen that the lines follow the well-known pattern
ofthe Fe3+ in GaAs, with,F52; the lines with anomalous inteÍtsrty are identified as the

-512 * -3f2 and -3f2 * - l2 tansitiolu. The dependence of the intensity of the lines
in the spectum on the power of the microwave field in the cavity was investigated. The
dependence for sample 5 is strown in figure 3. As is seen for tre tansitions -52 * -3D
and -3D * -lt2 it is linear (at low pows, i-e." below safiration) and for the other
transitions 0re intensities are proportional to the square root of the power. For the

samples 2 md3 tlre intensities of Ére two obaervóle tansitions also depend linearly on
microwave power. The angular dependence of thc inrcnsities of the lines for the

ransitions with anomalous behaviour in thq EPR spectruÍn diffcred considerably from
the dependence forthe case ofmagneticdipole tansitions [5]. Recording of spectra at
different temp€m$res has shown that the lines corresponding to excitation by the E-
wave reduces in intensity faster than the lines corresponding to the usual transitions in
the interval of rcmperanres from 4.2 to l0 K.

750 850
Magnetic field (mT)
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Figurc 2: Angular dcpcndctroc of thc EPR spocrrr in srmplcs 2, 4, 5 and ó. Cunac l: M"= -5t2 - -312:2: Ms

= -3t2 - -ll2;3: Mr= -112 * +lD:4: Mr=a12 - +312;5: filr=+Jfi r +Jl).

3 Discussion of Results

The excitation of spectra by the electical component ofthe wave in the EPR erperiment
is known for centres in Si [6] and in GaAs [7]. For all cenÈes studied in mentioned
works only elecricdip<ile tansitions were considered for which the perturbation
Hamiltonian was given by

%= E Jb tt nV *B.f J rB *)+ N xf ;r U x\lr

where x, y, and z arc the cubic axes and f'1 is parallel to the y ocis. The linear
dependence of the signal on porryer, as obscrvcd in our case, camot be satisfactorily
described by magnetic-dipolc or electricdipolc transitions and requires tenns
quadratically on the field in the perturbation spin Hamiltonian. Thus, it is suggestcd to
assume tnt clecrical quadrupole pcruóation of tbe spin system in addition to the
dipole mechanisms, is thc rcason for thc obscrved tansitionspcctnrm of the Fe3+ in
GsAs at low concentrations of iron. The thmittonian ofthe pernrbation can in this case

be writtcn inthc form

% = E ra[b' pBU rB z+ J p )* c' (ry z+ry )1, (4)

whore the cocfficienb b, c, b'and c'depend on the admixture of oóital momcntum in
the ground state and are substantially bigger for centrcs with orbially degencrarcd
ground state, as was observed for the dipolc mechanism in Ref. 6.
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Figurc 3: Wrcc of fncdlrpcrsion signrl intsosityof s.mplc 5 or mirxorraneponrr, T=a.2Y',I ll tl00l,

"/, = ttf .f H:a Samplc plrccd in ccnuc of Írsonator.

As was already mentioned above, the 4P state which is closest to the ground state,

connected with it by spinorbit inrcraction and separated by about i eV from the Sound
state can give only negligible contribution to the parameters á, c and ó', c'. Admixture
of momentum from ligands in case when the cenml atom is in singlet orbital gouqq
state is also not big [S]. If one uses experimentally found pammetem aand g for Fe"
in GaAs and ties to estimate the value of energr of the excircd state with respect to the

gound state, using the scheme of calculation ["2] ttrat would satis$ the experimental
parameters a and g, the energt would be rcduced to tlre value 0.1 eV. This value is

iubstantially loweithan the energl of the {P state above the óS ground statc.

Thereforc, one can assume ftat admixtuÍ€ of orbitrl mornentum in the ground state
65 of the Fd* ion in GaAs must come from cxcited states dtat are situated at closer
energetical distance from the ground state and connectcd wittt it by spin-oóit
intcraction. Such additional excircd stucs one can int€rpÍ€tc as the state of a bound hole

excited from 3d shell. Thosc excitations werr obsenrcd in Calorimetric Absorption
Spoctoscopy (CAS) t9l aÍrd intaprrtcd as bormd cxcitons u thc isoclecuonic Fe3* ion

GC*X) urd bound holc to a ncgatively charged Ff* ccntre Gr*, Ó, and also ob
scned by EPR [l0] as a thprmal exciation of tlre FC'q/stcm with eocrgr mrch smallcr
than the ionization cncrg/. In botr cases the excited statcs havc an orbital degcaoracy

and may give a contribution of oóital momentrm in thc ground statc.
Thó Jxcitcd and grormd states in tris case conespond to corfigrratiors (3d+h) and

3di and sets of quannm numbcrs FSD, S=32, Z=l and FS\,,F52, t=0,
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respectively. The operator of the spin-orbit inrcraction will have matrix elements

between these sates which are difrerent from zero, therefore the contribution of orbital
momentum from them will be substantially higher than from the 4P state. The wave

function of the ground state can in this case be presented as

lJ,M1):lG,Ms)+c0l o"il/r') +cr ll,M; -l )+c t 
| - t,Mr',+l),

where ,h*52 nd MyMt+Mt=5n,3D, tn. lC;Ut) corresponds to dE gouna state, and

the remaining termi conespóna to art excitod state; ttre coefficients c0, cl, and c- I have

the following values:

co :0,

(5)

ct : ( I l2),/2),[S(S+ I )-Ms'(Ms'- Dlv' / ÍW(0,Ms)- W(l,Ms'- I )],

c- | = (t /2),/21[S(S+ t )- Ms'(Ms'* Dl7, / íW(A,ML)- ry(- t,Mr'+ I )J.

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

From these expressions it follows, in particular, that the probóility of ÁIuf-l tansitions
is proportionalts ,Pt<t|fff and is higher than the probability of AluF2,hansitions wtrich
are proportionatlo Ít(l,W)4, in agreement with experimental observations.

Consequently, the anomalous behaviour of the EPR spectrum of the Fe3+ in GaAs
can be connected with electric-quadrupole excitation ofthe spectrum which occurs in
addition to the electric-dipole and magretic-dipole excitation mechanisms. The
contribution of the orbital momentun from the closely placed excited states makes this
mechanism possible for ions in orbital singlet ground states. At the same time, it will
give the explanation for the values ofthe g factor and the zero-field splitting constant

a.
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